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The iL.ormation in this analysis reflects the substance, tone and propaganda
emphasis of Soviet rhetoric and news for over five years--June 1979 through
September 1984. During this period, a total of 76,179 feature stories and
nevs items have been analyzed.

This report contains a summary of propaganda themes and topics from the Rus-
sian language newspaper Red Star (Krsnaya Zvesda). Vith a circulation of
several million copies, the 'ally" nespaperI-the official publication of
the Ministry of Defense. In particular, it represents the views and articu-
lates the issues important to the Main Political Administration of the Soviet
Army and Navy, which is responsible for the political reliability of all
Soviet military forces. The Main Political Administration receives its guid-
ance directly from the Central Comittee of the CPSU.

The feature stories and news items that appear in Red Star are intended to
provide daily guidance to the Soviet military polIticFcadre concerning
domestic and international issues/events. It addresses the issues important
to the political elite.

Men and women in the Soviet armed forces receive political instruction and
Marxist interpretation of current events (foreign and domestic) on a daily
basis. Red Star is used as the guide for political and ideological instruc-
tion; it con'tans the approved "picture" of issues and events, and outlines
the nature of the "hostile" world to the Soviet military audience. Therefore,
this report provides insights concerning the structured view of events and the
"world picture" as perceived by the Soviet soldier, sailor, and airman.

Also, Red Star serves the purpose of informing Soviet military personnel what
they -ould e called upon to do; what is expected of them, and in turn, what
they can expect from the political leadership (see Part It - Coverage of
Soviet Domestic Issues and Military Topics).

The primary purpose of this edition of "Soviet Uews and Propaganda Analysis"
is to provide the reader with an overview of Russian rhetoric, propaganda
theme@, slogans and topics, directed to the military forces of the U.S.S.R.
during Septeuber 1984.

PA I- MOW= M3Wii W in i 3

In September 1984, 28 percent of the total apace in #I "tar reported events
and activities that occurred in foreign countries or wre international in
scope. As a daily nmsvpepr, 4 J is generally liaLted to a total of four
pes per issue. The average amount of spae* allocated to events and subjects
about foreign affairs Is 30 percent of the total space in the newspaper.

Selected foreign government* and international organisations that received
s substantial media attention in Septeber 1984 are listed in Table 1. (Percent
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reflects total of foreign coverage.) The data in the table also reflect Red
Star's international coverage for August 1984 and the average amount of print
space (CM2) for selected countries for a 62-month period.

TABLE I

Sept 1984 Aut 1984 June 79 - July 84
Rank Govern't/Int. Ora. Percent Percent Percent

f 1. United States .............. 29.82 35.26 30.61
2. Nicaragua .................. 9.86 2.51 1.36
3. Bulgaria ................... 6.48 .84 1.12
4. Afghanistan ................ 5.50 5.05 3.88
5. Warsaw Pact ................ 5.02 7.81 2.82
6. West Germany ............... 3.55 3.99 2.62
7. Israel ..................... 3.37 .94 3.39
8. NATO ....................... 3.07 3.00 3.10
9. Pinland .................... 3.04 .13 .50

10. Czechoslovakia ............. 3.00 6.20 1.57
11. Japan ...................... 2.89 1.00 2.21
12. Rast Germany ............... 1.97 .70 2.64

MUD STAMS

For more than five years, Soviet propagandists, media commentators, and high
ranking Soviet officials have been consistent and uncompromising in their
touch and demandina rhetoric about the dangerous, warmongering and anti-Soviet
policies of the United States government, especially the Reagan administra-
tion. With monotonous persistence, the Soviet propaganda machine (the govern-
ment and the CSU) have stressed and highlighted those events and topics that
reflected the United States government as being in the forefront of interna-
tional imperialism (hegemony), fostering and orchestrating a dangerous and un-
controlled arms race, and conducting international terrorism against innocent
(Third World) nations.

During September 1964, the editors of Red Star devoted almost 30 percent of
the international and foreign affairs space to activities and events that con-
cerned the United States. In the past, the average amount of print space
allocated to the United States wes slightly over 30 percent of the total cov-
erage (in Red Star) for foreign news and commentary. (See Table 1, above.)

* Red Stares new and feature stories are carefully selected and orchestrated to
satisfy the propaganda goals and objectives of the Comunist Party and Soviet

government; consequently, they reflect highly nexative views of policies and
activities of the United States. For over five years, the United States has
received an average of 60 percent of the total negative and/or abusive rheto-
ric in 14d j= devoted to foreign governments-in September, it wes 61 per-
cent. gee Table 2 for a comparison of 1 space (hostile and/or negative in
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tone) allocated to the United States and other foreign countries. (Percent
reflects total of foreoin critical coverae.)

TABLI 2

Rank Govern't/lnt. Ora. Sept 1984 Aut 1984 June 79 -July 84

1. United States .................. 61X 72Z 601
2. West Germany ................... 08z 062 031
3. Israel ......................... 06z 021 07
4. Japan .......................... 041 011 041
5. Pakistan ....................... 041 061 021
6. NATO ........................... 03Z 031 021
7. South Africa ................... 02% 011 03%
8. China .......................... 011 031 051

It is apparent from the data in Table 2 that Moscov's rhetoric and propaganda
about the United States remained strident (in September 1984). The overall
critical tone of Russian propaganda toward the American goverment and its
institutions has not changed in over a quarter of a century. To the leaders
of the Kremlin, the United States is portrayed as the primary enemy of the
U.S.S.R. and its people. buring September, the "hate Reagan" tone of official
Soviet propaganda continued. -Russ ti_ propaganda and public officials
repeatedly underscored the folloving themes, slogans, and headlines:

ePolicy of frantic militarism Ronald Reagan and the Republican Party
advocate the continuatioKot the arms race and (his) anti-Soviet poli-
cia.

a Strongholds of astression. The Pentagon wants to increase its mili-
tary forces in Northern Europe, and is pressuring traditionally neu-
tral states to cooperate, *ith NATO.

- The 7.. sii-e-nd billions of dollars on its military buildup in
2_anajc (Star War@)..

a India is disturbed by the Srov1ft-U.S.-ChinW military alliance,

a -The CIA has supplied the Contras with aircraft armed with air-to-sur-
face missiles.

a The United States and NATO justify their military buildup with more
lies about Soviet military superiority,4_.

'9 The Reagan administration is expanding its paycholotical warfare pro-
greme against socialist bloc countries.

-3- V W 7 7



A in previouas months, the editors of ~ sz(as well as other Soviet awe
media) used every opportunity to exploit (end misinterpret) international
events in their goal to mislead their audience and to portray the United
States government as being aggressive, militaristic, and a country that seeks
world domination. In Septemer 1964, the Kremlin distorted the following events
and/or issues as part of its world-wide disinformation prograes

" American and Pakistani agents are active in their attempt to destabil-
ise the Puglab region of India. The objective is to start a revolt
that would lead to the establishment of en independent buffer state
between India end Pakistan.

" The CIA supports the activities of Sikh radicals in the Pianiab.

a Reagan's nuclear terrorism American nuclear terrorism is aimed
directly at the U.S... Reagan wants to start a war to destroy
Russia.

is The CIA plans to assist the Contras in mining the San Juan River;
this is the first part of the plan to invade Nicarama.

a lot eational terrori&m. The CIA supported terrorists that planted a
bomb in the Kabul (Afghanistan) Airport that killed many innocent
civilians.

9 It has bean substantiated that the Pentagon used the SAL Flight 007 to
test the Soviet air defense system.

a The Reagan administration must take the responsibility for the loss of
the South Korean airliner. It has been demonstrated that the plane
was not off course -- it was on a any mission.

SA a The invasion of Lebanon by Israel was planned by the United States
it was a Joint apaaigo.

a American Pershing It missiles will be deployed in Northern Israel.

As in the past, the scope and intensity of Russian propaganda underscored the
following three substantive themses (1) United States military and political
hegemony as a serious lbott odo e (2) American arm production end
the developmenat of military technology--the mw race, and (3) American sii-
tary assistance end mutual security programs as a threat to peace loving
nations.

A statistical view of major Soviet propaganda themes pertaining to the United
States for a period of 14 months i otie nTbe3(ecn sttlo
United States coverage),.scnandi al 3(acn sttlo



SOVIET PROPACASMA19 1983
MR 81? AVG JUL .7W hY APR MAN M3 JAY USC NW OCT SEP AVG

US Military/
Political
Hegemony ... 521 521 571 541 361 531 501 441 451 461 632 481 831 531

US Military
Budget-Arms
Rae* ......... 331 291 161 291 271 221 291 391 33Z 411 251 431 142 281

US foreign
mil itary
Assistance-
mutual Sety ..... 101 11Z 131 08 091 16Z 131 071 121 101 11Z 061 032 101

Other ............. 051 061 141 091 261. 091 081 101 101 031 011 031 001 091
100 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 100N

WIUD hT21 uKLMTETIP C h L RUUF

Again, as in previous months, the editors of Red Star and Soviet officials
continued to us* every possible event and opportunity to bombast the policies
of the U.S. governnt and Reagan's "confrontational policies."

The statistical data contained in Table 4 reflect the geographical emphasis
pertaining to the Soviet propaganda theme--U.S. NilitarylPolitical Hegemony
and Provocation--during a nine month period. (Percent equals total coverage
for this propaganda theme.)

TABLE 4

Country/Area of 16
U. S. Nexemany wI AVG JU JU MIT APR INX F&B JAN

1. world vide ....-. 0%. 601 432 101 121 161 271 221 251 461
c2. Asia/Pacific .......... 121 141 131 121 321 161 282 151 141

3. Contral 1America/
Caribbea ....~o.... 101 231 412 341 271 272 232 281 221

4. Euoe........ 61 101 171 341 181 252 062 091 002
5. Indian Ocea ad

middle Easto-...9. M6 091 191 061 071 051 141 231 162
6. Afrca..........
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The heavy -handed Soviet propagaA campaign agaiLnst the Reagan adinistrat Loa
continues. unabated. During the pat three years, the leadership in the
Kremilin has underscored its serious coscara with regard to American psycho-
logical warfare operations against the U.S.S.R., the Warsaw Fact countries,
and international socialism. A consistent focus of Soviet propaganda has been
to "prove" that the SAL Flight 007 as a CIA spy plane that intentionally
violated Russian air space when it was shot down in September of 1963. Io
its propaganda offensive, the Soviet government used the "big lie" and a
variety of other propaganda techniques to prove thats

e The South Noreen airliner weas o a spy mission controlled by the
Amrican CIA.

a Reagan initiated the RAL 007 incident in order to intensify the
American ati-Soviet propaganda campaign.

a Reagan initiated the KAL 007 incident in order to block the Geneva
disarmament talks.

a Reagan initiated the KM. 007 incident in order to justify his mmssive
military buildup to the American people and the Congress.

* The U.S.S.R. was fully justified and within its legal rights to shoot
down the intruder.

During the past year Soviet propaganda has consistently repeated and rein-
forced the above propaganda theme concerning its "Justifiable" destruction of
the Korean airliner. tn September 1964, the Kremlin emhasized and headlined
the following stories in regard to the KM. 007 fliabtt

a The Germsn magazine ter investigated the KM. flight 007 and con-
cluded that the Amricans used the Korean airliner to test the Soviet
military air defense system. The Korean airliner as flying over very
sensitive and strategic Soviet sir space.

a The Reagan administration met assume the responsibility for the South
Korean airline incident that occurred a year ago. It ae a CIA (auth-
orizod) operation.

a American television (ABC) interviewed meny specialists who have testi-
fiLed that the KAL 007 flight could sot haes been off its course due to
an error or accident. It as a deliberate incorsion of Soviet air
spa.. Furthermoe, it was too mach of a coincidence that the RC-135
aircraft as in the area at the samme time.

toI spite of Reagans attempt to cover up the CIA's role in the VAL 007
incident, the world knows that the South Korean airliner weas s a spy
mission controlled by the CIA.



" The Crim of A President. A Japanese author and specialist on sili-
tary and international affairs (Akio Takahasi) has published a book
that provess

- The illegal entry of YAL Flight 007 into Soviet air space was
organized by Aerican secret services on the direct order of
president Reagan.

- Reagan alone is guilty of and responsible for the disaster and the
deaths of the civilians.

- The Soviet actions were completely Justified.

" A Japanese book about the KU. flight 007 - The Crime of a President -
indicates that the incident was a planned part of the American 9svcbo-
lonical warfare oroarm against the U.S.S.R.

In a series of other articles, dealing in what the Soviets call "weapons of
lies and diversion," the Kremlin headlined and emphasized the following
topics:

a The Reagan administration is expanding its psychological war against
the socialist bloc countries. This is supported by the fact that$

- Reagan signed a bill alloting $18.5 million dollars for the so-
called national fund for supporting democracy (1985 funds).

- Washington is expanding all aspects of Project Democracy and Pub-
lic Diplomacy - these are anti-Soviet propaganda progrms.

9 The American military newspaper (Stars god Stripes) in Europe spread
lies and slanders about the U.S.S.R. and socialist bloc countries. The
Pentagon's newspaper publishes many articles about the Soviet threat
and the Soviet Unions (alleged) attempt to obtain military supremacy

L ~(over the Vest). The Store and Stripes has totally neglected to mn
tion the Soviet role in defeating the Iasi* in World War It.

a In an election speech, President Reagan questions the authority of
treaties signed after World War 11. Be also slanders the U.S.S.R. and
the Soviet people -- he belittles the Soviet (heroic) role in winning
World Var II.

a The international press and public officials all over the world
denounce and condem the American anti-Soviet film MB awa It is
the purpose of this file to prepare the people of the United States
for World War III.

lb NATO intensifies its propaganda war with more lies about the Soviet
threat and the alleged Soviet military superiority. Facts prove there
is a balance of forces in Surope.

-7-
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" Th ideoloigl b1 :tle and Muo . of nac. A review of a book
writenbytheSovetautorL. K. Zamytia. The author discusses the

West's gosychological warfare campaigns against the Soviet Union. The
book reveals the "truth" about Amnerican propaganda and lies.

* Silgnature of sadists and Mirdevre. The U. S. Army indoctrinates its
soldiers to torture and mistreat prisoners of war. The Geneva Conven-
tion requires certain protocol and treatment of prisoners of war - the
V. S. bas signed this convention but considers It a joke. During
recent training exercise* at Port Lewis, Washington, American soldiers
were instructed to torture P~Is.

gaited steteg Nooamy- in Central Amrike doe Caribbean

A emphasized in previous reports, Soviet propagandists and noes comentators
are nonconously consistent in regard to their psychological strategy in that
they assiduously ezploit propaganda thines based on what they consider current
psychological vulnerabilities (of the United States). In this regard, the
Krealin has repeatedly exploited American political, economic, and military
events/actions in the Caribbean and Central America. A propaganda technique
that is frequently used by communist propagandists is to fictijgals the
heroic events of a People's Revolution. tn September, the editors of hj Star
published a series of articles (in aerial format) about the Nicaraguan revolu-
tion. Like a "soap opera" the Nicaraguan revolution was portrayed ass

9 The people's struggle against a cruel dictatorship. "

a An effort to be free from the extra= cruelties of American imperial-
is.

a Am heroic struggle for freedom and justice.

9 A fight against the CIA and counterrevolutionaries.

Over S0 perceant of M 1=g' s coverage of Nicaragua (in September) was devoted
to the fictional story of the "Nicaraguan fight for freedom." tn addition, IO
Somiet propagandists headlined and featured the following topics concerning
American Intervention and activities in Central America:

eThe American State Departmet instigates new acts of terrorim against
the Nicaraguan goverameent.

p Two American !.iiil$" to Torists are killed in Nicaragua. They were
pert of a U.S. civilian a t ary organisation, that he* been etablished
to fight world comiin. They were training the Centras In tech-
niques of international terrorim. The U. S. State Doertmn denies

that they were American citinens.

WN, "M



1 Two American Pit=& speed boats conducted raids on Nicaraguan port
facilities. The Contras often ase those fast boat@ to conduct terror-
ist operations along the Nicaraguan coast.

* Reagan continues to help the Contra. The CIA plane to assist the Contras
in sining the San Juan astuary.

a Without interruption, the Reagan administration has sponsored aSre*-
sion against Nicaragua.

o Washington is escalating aggression against Nicaragua. The CIA con-
tinues to fund and organiae the counterrevolution.

9 The CIA continues to organies and support Nicaraguan counterrevolu-
tionaries.

o The Pentagon and the CIA are planing nay aggressive operations
against Nicaragua. Reagan is behind (and supports) increasing the
ilitary and political tension in Central America by sponsoring the

counterrevolution in Nicaragua.

a The CIA has supplied the Contras vith three C aircraft that have
been modified to carry air to surface missiles.

* The people of Nicaragua are determined to fight American aggression.
The people are more unified and determined to support the revolution. 4

a The people's army of Nicaragua celebrates its 5th Anniversary. The
Army is courageously and successfully defending the country and the A
revolution fron CIA-supported Contras.

o The Sandinista army continues to defeat and destroy American-supported
counterrevolutionary attacks and acts of terrorism.

o President Ortega (of Nicaragua) condens American aggression and acts
of terrorism against the Nicaraguan people. V.

- a The Nicaraguan goverment announced that it will sign the treaty pro-
posed by the Cotadora Group of Latin American Nations. It is a . .

t peaceful solution to tension end var in Central America.

9 The Nicaraguan navy is successful in defending the Nicaraguan coast
against attacks by American-supported counterrevolutionaries.

a The patriotic military forces of 31 Salvador continue their courageous

battle against the army and of the dictatorship regime.

a In spite of growing American military sad, the Salvederian revolution-
aries continue their ouragous and successful fight to liberate the
people.

KY--
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a Ower fifty innocent woman end children have baen killed as a result of
positive (and terrorist) actions taken by the 31 Salvadorian army (in
Septeber). This was only one of men, such actions.

A"1110108 WHENmmm MGM$ 1Iatd 19 91115AEUMF1litl01 ImAWN,

4 The following additional abstract* and headline* from _W Star indicate the
overall scope, emhasis, and tose of Soviet propaganda about American
imperialism and hegemony as related to other topics ad areas of the world:

swm
9 Stronghold of Agaression. In conducting its anti-Soviet policy, the

United States has deployed massive --uIn-e of weapons and troops over-

ses. The Pentagon has the majority of its forces in Europe. They
include the following:

- Over ?,000 nuc lear weapons are disployed in Western Europe.

- Over 200 imerican military bases exist in West Cermay.

- Nore than 135 U. 5. military bases euist in Great Britian with over
30,000 ame aseigned to them.

a Reagan is pressuring the traditionally neutral countries of Northern
Europe to cooperate with the military requirements of NATO.

0 e ra RfutLer$ (of NATO) has a special staff that plans for muc Isr
warin tyg. The unthinkable uclear war is becoming sore probable.

Especially distrubing is the fact that most of the nuclear missiles in
Europe are in West Germany where the spirit of Vervanchism exists.

9 !Tnce has adopted a policy of support and cooperation for V. S. nil-
iary hegeony in Europe. Prance supports NATO policies and the

deployment of nam nuclear missiles in Europe.

a The people of B~r strongly oppose the U.S.-AO use of their terrn-
tory for military maneuvers and bases.

a the Pentagon ad NATO are pressuring Desmark to expand its military
cooperation and increase the #Lse of its armed forces. Recently, MAO
conducted IOLfr AT-64 in Denrk - it involved large mnbers of
military forces.

o A rehearqal fp~ me arvqr. Plae for the deploymnt n prto

of Parables 11 n"clear misi i wIll be inc luded in NATO. A~rN
V0 maneuvers.
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* Over 10,000 American and NATO troops are participating in military
exorc ises in Northern Norway (BAR FROST and FLOTEX).

" NATO is eracticint for nuclear war. The Pentagon and NATO are cur-
rently conducting large-scale A fl3-FOSGE-6 military exorcises in
Europe.

* Each year the scale and scope of NATO's AVUWN-FOSE smnuvers got
more aggressive. They are really preparation* for World War 111, for
example:

- They are being conducted close to the borders of socialist
countries.

- Over 350,000 troops and a large number of 3-52 bombers, tanks, and
tactical aircraft are involved.

- The seals, of the maneuvers violates the spirit of the Helsinki Act.

" Nuclear holocaust. U.S.-NATO maneuvers represent the worst-case scenar-
ios for a blitzkrieg war of total destruction.

a NATO military exercises have a Psychological influence on the people
of Western Europe. One purpose of the exerc ise is to remind the
people of the Soviet threat.

a Over 130,000 British reserve military forces are called-up to partici-
pate in LION MCAR exercises (of AUTUM FORG). It is disturbing that
one-third of NATO exercises will be conducted in West Germany which
will play an important role in any future war.

" Military plans for Norwy. A delegation of American congressmen via-
ited Norway to observe NATO exercises. Facilities are being con-
structed in Norway for American marines who would be deployed there in

haa crisis situation. Northern Surope is part of the battlefield for
World War III.

A %ecjar toemriam sid "worl-wide h i

aWashinton's sa u~flan Mile Reagan gives lip service to his
hatred of terrorism, th nted States does not hesitate to use ter-
rorism to its own advantage (Grenada, Nicaragua, Lebanon, Vietnam,

etc.).

a terroris is kggjg to Americas foreign policy - it goes back to the
ua" of the atom honk on Niroshima and Nagasaki.

a Reagan's policy of nclear terrorisms is aimed at defeating the
U.S.S.R., blackmailing American enemies into eubmission, aud in pro-
tecting V. S. imperialism and hegemony.

t,. 11
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" The Pentagon vnts to build a nuclear belt around socialist bloc
countries and turn space into a nuclear base to be used against the
Soviet Union.

" A policy of frantic iltarim. Ronald Leagan and the Republican
Party vent to continue the anti-Soviet policy in order to destroy the
Soviet Union and world socialis.

" Reagan continues to advocate that the U. S. has the right to defend
democracies all over the world and the Pentagon has a right to inter-
fere in the internal affairs of sovereign goverments.

• Reagan has pledged to obtain military supremacy over the U.S.S.R. and
the world.

" Reagan supports the policies of American aggression in the Kiddie
East, Central America, Grenada, Africa, etc. Be pledges to continue
the policies of American militarism and hegemony.

Africa. tiddle last. end Asa

o CIA sy- ring. The Mosambique police uncovered a massive spy ring that
was supported by the United States and South Africa. The ring was to
conduct terrorism as well as report on port end railroad activities.

a Another group of American terrorist (Green erets) will be stationed
in Okinawa, Japan.

o Sicily and the Asore Islands are vital military bases to the Pentagon
because of their strategic location to the Middle last. The American
Marines used the Azores when they were involved in Lebanon.

a Japan and South Korea are of great interest to American hegemony in
Asia. They give the Pentagon access to Asia, and the Pacific and Indian
Oceans. The Pentagon plans to deploy nuclear missiles in both
countries.

a The Green Berets are undergoing aggressive terrorist training at Fort
Levis, Washington. They viii be used for police actions and terrorist
attacks all over the world.

a American imperialism is the primary cause of political tension in

Southeast Asia. The White Rouse wants to increase its political sad

economic power in Southeast Asia.

e American policy encourages the division of Korea. Japan and the

United States are determined to maintain a divided Korea.

7H
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* The U. S. Navy once again decides to demonstrate its power off the
coast of Lebanon. Ships of the Sixth Fleet conduct provocative maneu-
vers. The U.S.S.R. vents to prevent a renewal of hostilities in the
area.

* A base for American aggression in Asia. The Pentagon has over 50,000
troops stationed in Japan. The stated purpose was to protect Japan, but
in reality American military bases are only projections of U. S. military
power in the region.

* The White Rouse is pressuring Persian Gulf countries to support
American policy in the region.

• The United States threatens sanctions against the United Nations
Organization if an anti-Israeli resolut.ion is passed.

• facts expose the truth of American aggression. Washington and its
Western allies continue to support and fight with counterrevolution-
aries in Afghanistan.

a American chemical weapons are supplied to counterrevolutionaries in
Afghanistan. In 1982, toxic substances (supplied by the CIA) were
inserted into the water supply in Afghanistan. Over 100 school girls
become ill and 14 died. In 1983, a number of chemical weapons were .
seized from a counterrevolutionary band. These facts prove that the
U. S. is guilty of conducting chemical warfare against innocent civil-
ians. f

a The CIA has spent over $325 million in supporting counterrevolutionary
operations in Afghanistan. For example, one Sroup received:

- 7,500 rifles.

- 2,940 automatic weapons. *

- 455 ground-to-air missiles.

a The situation in Afghanistan is difficult to normalize, as long as the
United States continues to support the counterrevolutionary bands with
funds, training, and weapons.

a The CIA and American supported counterrevolutionaries conduct terror-
ist acts in Kabul, Afghanistan. Nany innocent civilians die as a
result of an explosion at the Kabul Airport.

a The United States supports Afghan terrorists. Afghanistan counter-
revolutionaries fired an anti-sir missile at a DC-10 civilian aircraft
carrying 308 passengers. An engine was damaged but the plane landed
safely.

ii -13-



In September 1984, the editors of the leading Soviet military nevspaper Rod

UMa allocated 33 percent of its coverage of the United States to the subject
of the area race and arms limitation (see table 3). In feature articles and
editorials, the Soviet press and leadership once again headlined and under-
scored that the United States is committed to increasing the number of
advanced and sophisticated nuclear weapons in its arsenal, in order to obtain
nuclear supremacy over the U.S.S.R. and be in a position to launch a first-
strike attack on key Soviet targets.

In a series of feature articles headlined "lseaag's Words and Deeds," the
Kremlin once again emphasized the following propaganda arguments in regard to
the arms race:

" Reagan insists that the U. S. Congress increase the conventional and
nuclear war capabilities of NATO.

e Disregarding existing American-Soviet arms treaties, the Pentagon
(each year) asks for more money to build up NATO military forces.

• Reagan is determined to destroy the existing balance of military
forces in Europe.

e In order to pacify congreeional doves, Reagan gives lip service to
the resumption of arms control talks with the U.S.S.R.

" by deploying Pershing II nuclear missiles, the Reagan administration
has undermined all poesibilities for the resumption of arm control
talks.

Ou the Sabioet of Star Wasad Som

o %*agan's plans for snce. The United States is violating U.S.-Soviet
agreements on limiting anti-missile systems. The Pentagon plans to
deploy anti-missile systems in space.

o White Rouse Directive 119 authorises the Pentagon to start its strate-
gic defense program (in space). This directive makes the civilian
space shuttle programn subordinate to military space programs.

0 The Pentagon has scheduled tests of anti-satellite weapons against
targets in space. Reaaon claims that the effectiveness of the systems
will be 99.99 percent.

o JjLfetefle for space. American research programs for laser weapons
started in the 1970s. The current program involves three projects:

The developas t of a powerful chemical laser.

M-U.-
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9 The U. 9. Army has started production of the W92 armored transport
vehicle.
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f9
* The Pentagon's military budget for 1985 will reach the unprecedented

sun of 292.9 billion dollars. Reagan's military programs include the
NX strategic missile and anti-satellite systems.

* In a speech to the American Legion, Reagan justifies his programs to
mke the American military forces the best armed and trained in the
World. He also justifies his buildup of nuclear and chemical weapons.

* The new Pershing 11 nuclear missiles deployed in Europe have increased
the threat of nuclear war and are a direct challenge to the U.S.S.R.
and the Warsaw Bloc armies.

On Arms Control and Redaction of Nilitaxy forces

For over five years the leaders in the Kremlin and Soviet propagandists have
incessantly maintained that the U.S.S.R. supports detente with the West,
nuclear disarmament, weapons reduction, the peaceful use of space and non-
nuclear zones. In contrast, Soviet rhetoric continues to emphasise that
Ronald Reagan (and the American government) is dangerous, trigger-happy, and
desires world hegemony. The Kremlin continues to emphasize propaganda themes
to "prove" that the American goverment is determined to alter the strategic
balance in order to obtain military superiority and a first strike capability
of the Soviet Union.

The following headlines and abstracts indicate the tone and psychological
emphasis of Russian propaganda in regard to arms control and the reduction of
military forces:

a In an interview given to Pravda, President Chernenko attacked the pol-
icies of the U. S. and again emphasized the following points in regard
to arms control:

- Reagan is directly responsible for the failure of the Geneva talks.

- The United States is deliberately accelerating the arms race and
causing increased world tensions.

- Reagan's crusade against cormunsm is aganst the entire world.
A

- Reagan says he favors arms control but his actions indicate other-
wife.:.1

- The U.S.S.R. supports world peace and arms control.

e The International Press praises the statements of the Soviet leader
(to Pravda) on ars control. The U.S.S.R. is serious in regard to

? arm control and peace. Reagan is behind the arms race and is a
serious threat to world peace.

-1*
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* The last German commiist leaders pratse* Qernenko's comme to
Pravda which condem the Amrican military buildup. The U.S.S.R.
supports world peace.

* In a major speech to the leaders of the Writer's Union of the
U.S.S.R., the Soviet leader strongly supported nuclear disarmament and
world peace.

* The Czechoslovakian newspaper Nude FL~o strongly condensed the U.S.-
NATO military buildup, praised socialist solidarity, socialist support
for peace, and arms control.

* Soviet citizens write to W Star expressing their support for
Chernenko' s statements to Pravda in support of peace and arm control.

e The hope of the blanet. According to a Soviet author, the U.S.S.R.
is the main source of world peace and progress. The Comnist Party
of the Soviet Union strongly supports world peace, detente with the
West, and has always supported ars control.

e The European Security Conference (in Stockholm) once again condemned
the continuing U.S.-ATO military buildup in space. The U.S.S.R. is not
a threat to world peace and strongly supports arm control.

e Lord Carrington justifies the U.S.-MATO Military buildup as being neces-
sary as a defense against the Soviet threat. Se approves the Amearican
military buildup in space. The Soviet Union is not a threat to peace
and strongly supports arm control.

* Lies about the Soviet military superiority. Reagan claim that the
Soviet Union has a greater number of nuclear weapons, but the facts
prove that both are equal.

e The United Sates and NATO went to destroy the military balance - tilt
it in their favor. They are playing a numbers Sa. the Soviet Union
will not permit an imbalsnce. The Soviet army will protect its terri-

* tory and its allies from any aggressor.

e A campaign speach. Reagan's speech to the 39th United Nations General
'~Assembly was merely a political campaign speech. Most of the

countries did not believe his rhetoric. Roea attempted to justify
~f I the Amrican position on arms control and U. S. imperialism.
I ThrofrneofSldrt fth epeo aa n fiacn

darned the am race and the U.S.-NAI' military buildup as a threat to
~ -? world peace.

a The test German wmgaxie ib condemned the American military
4 buildup ad praised the Sei!i* otr its determination to maintain

a military belance.



9 The Polish Union of Journalists condemned that arms race and American
aggression. The vorld is in very serious danger due to German Rev-
enchie and deployment of Pershing It nuclear missiles. Ristory
teaches that vigilance is ecessary (for peace).

lM1N MILITART SISTAUM m L ZGM

Soviet propaganda emphasis, pertaining to United States military assistance
and mutual security prograns, remained at a very modest level (see Table 3).
The geographical/country emphasis given to this topic by Moscow for the period
February 1984 through September 1964 is presented in the data contained in Table
5, below.

Country or Area Given
Military Assistance Sept Aug July June may Apr Mar Feb
or Mutual Security 1964e 1964' 1984' 1964' 1984' 1984' 1904* 1964

1. Zurope/UATO ........ 53Z 121 571 052 092 012 331 162
2. Middle last ........ 28 011 102 011 411 341 231 062
3. China .............. 131 112 071 251 342 271 021 --
4. Asia/Pacific ....... 031 75Z 201 612 161 381 141 591
5. Latin America ...... 03Z 011 03Z 08 -- . 08 191
6. Africa ............. -- 03 --- -- -- -- "

1001 1001 1001 o1001 TO T 1001 1O0

(*Percent is total coverage of space for theme.)

American military cooperation and mutual security arrangements with Israel were
given moderate coverage by Soviet news and propaganda media in September 1984.
The Kremlin elected to underscore the following topics and propaganda themes
about military cooperation between between Vashington and Israel:

* Joint aggression - the American-Israeli Military Alliance.

a Regarding hegemony in the Middle &aets

- etween 65 to 95 percent of all the weapons that Israel used in its
aggression in Lebanon came from the United States.

< - The invasion of Lebanon was jointly planned by the Pentagon and
#ZIsral.

e Israel is the American "policeman" for the Middle Bast.



" The White Ruse benefits by providing military assistance and high-
tech weapons to Israel in the following mayst

- Israel provides the Pentagon vith a military baa. of orations for
aggression in the Kiddie last.

- American military bases in the Middie est are ased to destroy
regional liberation and socialist movements.

* The United States Navy and 'Israel have signed an agreement to permit

the Pentagon to use 12 Israeli KIl fighter aircraft for the trainingI
of American pilots.

" The American-Israeli strategic alliance. As part of an agreement
between the Pentagon and Israel, American Perahins It missiles will be
deployed to Northern Israel and the Negev desert.

Other selected headlines and abstracts of articles from 4dStar that reflect
the overall Zocus and tons of Soviet propaganda pertaining to United States
military assistance ad mutual security topics are presented betlow:

9 Strategy for crisis situations and war. The Jasanese Defense Ministry
has published new plans for very large-scale joint U.S.-Japanese mili-
tary exercises (for Fall 1965). These exercises are intended to test
the ability of American and Japanese forces to work together in
obtaining miltary hegemony of Asia.

* More military exercises in Northern Japan. Maneuvers and military
training in Northern Japan are provocative in regard to the U.S.S.R.
The Pentagon desires more military bases in Northern Japan.

e The American and Japanese navies will conduct joint naval maneuvers in
aid-Septeber. The maneuvers are intended to test the ability of
expanded operational areas for the Japanese Navy.

a Japan be@ become a giant "aircraft carrier" for American hegemony in
Aia. The U. S. Nav aircraft carrier fHim docks in Yukeka.

a Expansion of the ec lear threat to W . In spite of Japan's non-
unclear principles, American aclear submarines and ships, carrying
nuc lear weapons, continue to dock and be serviced at Japanese ports

.wj and facilities.

a Zxpemaion of the maclear threat to Asia cu-G .TePna
Son ho as vr 1,000 maclear weapons do an Soth Kw ad the
sbito Rss* plans to a"d fifty-six etozenm to its arsenal in

4~~~~ a .mn..i.iu j . The Coomender-in-Chief of the Japaese"
iitary tore** visite Imtge in order to discuss anexpannion,

e7 - 1 *4-f4,W-1W -



I of mutual military cooperation and assistance. Re also visited NATO
countries to discuss security issues.

9 The LAerican-ChinesS military alliance. Recently, the V. S. Secretary
of the Navy (Lehman) toured China in order to obtain a treaty permitt-
ing U. S. Navy ships to use Chinese ports and naval facilities.

* India is threatened by the growing 1.S.-Chinese military alliance.

e The Pentagon plans to sell 24 5-70 military aircraft to China.

* Cina will be given hish-tech weapons. The White Rouse wants to
include China on the list of countries that can obtain sophisticated
American weapons and technology.

9 The Pentagon is moderniuing and expanding its air force units and
other military facilities on Iceland.

* The United States and Seam are expanding their military cooperation
programs. Madrid plans to buy 36 advanced military helicopters from
the Pentagon.

a The Pentagon is turning Pakistan into a stronghold of viracy and
axtression:

- Pakistan has become a stronghold and safe-haven of Afghan counter-
revolutionaries.

- The CIA and the Pentagon maintain military bases in Pakistan to
train and arm Afghan counterrevolutionaries.

- NATO countries use bases in Pakistan to support the counterrevolu-
tion.

e The American Navy will remain in the led Sea area. The futile search
for sines continues - U. S. and NATO ships will remain in the area.

e The Pentagon has no desire to redeploy its ships from the Red Sea
area - it wants to increase its military presence and bases in the
area.

* , The United States House of Representatives approved $126 million dol-
lars in military weapons and aid to £1 Salvador (for 1985).

e The Pentagon will provide 31 Salvador with tea advanced military heli-
.1 copters.

* The Pentagon provides more military assistance to the war in II
j Salvador. To date, over 32 military helicopters and six A-37 warplanes

have been given to the 31 8alvadoran Air Force.

-20-
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a The Alterin government criticises the American military buildup in
the Mediterranean Sea and the middle lost. The Algerians are
concerned about U. S. hegemony and interference in the internal
affairs of other countries.

a A flotilla of U. S. Navy ships dock at Mombasa. Kenya. The Pentagon
wants to expand its military land and sea bases in Third-World
countries.

Mm TE RMam AL M S

Consistently, the Soviet press and public media report only those events,
activities and subjects about the United States that reflect tragic or bad
nas, or are derogatory of American institutions and society, or are inflma-
tory in tone toward the current administration in Weshington. For five years,
an average of five percent of the space in _d S (about the United States)
was allocated to themes other than military topics-in September 1964 it was
again five percent.

The following abstracts and headlines (from Red S ) reflect the tone and
scope of other themes:

a Bit Business and Politics. Western imperialism serves the interests
of big business.

- Big corporations control all of the political parties in western
countries.

- All important industries, in capitalist countries, have lobbies
(societies and consultative committees) which influence and guide
government decisions.

- Most Western government officials have close ties with the defense
industries. Many of the government officials worked for industry
and vice versa.

- The Reagan administration is nicknamed the "millionaire's club." A
similar situation exists in Thatcher's government.

9 Nai criminals in the United States.

- Over 3,000 Nazi var criminals live in the United States and they
are under the protection of the American government.

- The Reagan administration refuses to bring Iasi criminals to justice.

- One war criminal, ValerLan Trife, has lived in the United States
for over 32 years.

A
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9 The Reagan administration haa a tendency to justify and even prTis
the activities of former Uti criminal$ and German Revanchism.

a A U. S. Army truck carrying Pershing II nuclear missiles is involved
in a traffic accident in West Germany. The truck overturned and could
have caused a holocaust. The accident was due to careless driving by
the American soldier.

e The Space Shuttle Discovery completed its mission in space and landed
safely at Edwards Air Force Sae, California. The Space Shuttle pro-
arm is part of Reagan's star Ware concept. Host sissions are for
military projects.

AFQ 6ISTMU

For more than four years, events in Afghanistan have received an average of
four percent of foreign coverage in the Soviet military press-in September it
was almost six percent. The Kremlin provides its troops with a minimum amount
of information concerning Soviet combat operations in Afghanistan. Recently,
the editors of Red Star have poblished feature articles each month that empha-
sized heroic combat actions of Soviet soldiers in Afghanistan. In September
the following topics were emphasised:

e Test by fire. A Soviet helicopter pilot demonstrated his courage and
skill when he landed his helicopter safely after being wounded. Nis
helicopter was evacuating wounded soldiers. Be is an outstanding
officer and pilot as well as a true hero.

9 Loyalty and heroism. Soviet infantry and mechanised units demonstrate
World War I heroism and loyalty in combat operations conducted in the
rugged mountains of Afghanistan.

* Continuous vigilance and readiness. The following activities and/or
events prove that the KAbul toverment is winnins:

- The trial of counterrevolutionaries begins in the town of Gasnj.

- Mora captured weapons are exhibited.

- Nore military victories are claimed for goverment forces.

lowever, the fight is not over and continuous vigilance and readinee are
4 required.

• Security on Afghanistan borders set be improved.

a In a speech to the Central Comittee of the (Afghanistan) communist
! J party, President 3. Karmal emphaised the role of the United States

government in supporting the counterrevolutionaries, his cemmnte were
* that 3
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- tach year the U. S. Congress allots ever a billion dollars to sup-
port counterrevolutionary activities.

- President Reagan is determined to crush the Afghan revolution.

* Afghan counterrevolutionaries use bacteriolosicel weapons supplied by
the CIA. They conducted experiments on prisoners of war.

* Pakistan - an accomnlico in piracy. The United States and NATO use
bases in Pakistan to conduct counterrevolutionary operations in
Afghanistan.

- Pakistan provides logistical support for military operations in
Afghanistan.

- Pakistani air space and land routes are used to supply (infiltrate)
money, mun and weapons into Afghanistan.

- Pakistan's armed forces conduct aggressive operations in
Afghanistan.

a In return for its aggression against Afghanistan, the United States
provides Pakistan with military aid and assistance.

a International terrorism. Afghan counterrevolutionaries exploded a
bomb at the Kabul airport. Many innocent civilians including w-men
and children were killed by the explosion. The people of Afghanistan
are outraged by this cruel act of terrorism.

a The United States CIA is responsible for the explosion at the Kabul
airport that killed many innocent civilians.

a facts expose the truth. The United States and its Western allies are
attempting to destroy the success of the April revolution. The prin-
cipal reason why the Kabul government cannot win and normelise the
situation in the country is due to American and other foreign inter-
ference.

a Afghanistan President labrak Karmel protests foreign interference.
Counterrevolutionaries are being trained and equipped in 117 camps,
mostly in Pakistan and Iran.

9 Pakistan is being need by Western countries and China as hie center
for training and arming Afghanistan counterrevolutionaries.

* Pakistan is conducting an extensive psychological warfare and props-
Sanda campaign against the government in Kabul.

a The CIA continues to supply the counterrevolutionary bads with ShMl
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e Reagan supports Afghanistan terrorists.

• Soviet-Afghanistan friendship. September 11 is the anniversary of the
Soviet-Afghan friendship treaty. The U.S.S.R. will continue to sup-
port the govermment in Kabul.

In September 1964, the Bon government continued to receive near average coverage
in the Soviet press (see Table 1). As in post months, the leadership in the
Kremlin is concerned about: (1) West German "Revanchiam" or the attempts to
regain territory lost in World War I; (2) the restoration of Nasi army tradi-
tions (in the West German army), and (3) the revival of German nationalism and
militarism. Soe examples of the focus and tone of Soviet propaganda are
listed below:

a Military Psvchosis in West Germany. The construction of a super bomb
shelter outside of Bonn is additional proof of West German militaries.
New bomb shelters are being constructed all over the country - 22 in
Ramburg have been equipped with filters and other devices to protect
the occupants from radiation and chemicals.

* Memories of the post - Bitler's new bunker. The Bonn government has
spent 1.7 billion dollars on the construction of a huge bomb shelter
that can protect 3,000 government officials. It has rations and sup-
plies for two years. It has been constructed to be used in the event
that the U. S. starts a nuclear war in Europe.

e The West German government requests 49.3 billion dollars for its 1985
military budget.

* West German military specialists predict that it will cost over one
trillion marks to provide the necessary defense for the period up to
1997.

a Bonn is a threat to the peace of Europe. The West German government
ignores the public opposition to American deployment of Pershing I
missiles.

• A return of the Third Reich to Northern Europe. Admiral Tater claim
that West Germany mst be responsible for the altic Sea, Norway, and
the North Sea. The people of Scandinavia are very much concerned by
the revival of German militarism. Unfortunately, Admiral Tater has
been appointed as the chief of staff for NATO forces in Northern
Europe. Vest Germany is increasing its military forces in Norway.

e The est Germany Army intends to increase the length of military ser-
vice from IS to 18 months.
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" Another Nai war criminal is released by a West Ceram court (for lock
of evidence). The Rons government does not prosecute former Nais.

" West Goe"a Revanchist orgamizatous continue to increase their activ-
it ies - they wast to start World War 111.

* Poland expresses concern about the growth of Revauchism in West
Germany and the support of the boom government for the return of for-
mar territories.

" The Minister of Vest Geram Internal affairs supports the Revanchiet
view - he is anti-Soviet and claim that the Ceram border# mest be
revised.

" The Nonw goverwnent expands the secret surveillance of Geram citizens
who oppose the political view of the goverment.

" Rest Geram Presidnet losecker postpones his visit to Bonn.

" The West Gerum government #everly criticizes the views of Italian
Foreign Minister Anreotti's statements supporting two separate Geram
states.

IS. 410 L--3M

Israel ad Lebanon continue to receive moderate coverage in the Soviet aili-
tary press. Hoch of the propaganda content concerns: (1) American-Israeli nil-
itery cooperation; (2) Israeli atrocities in South Lebanon, and (3) Israeli
aggression in the Middle Rest. mininue sodia covers&* was given by the Soviet
press to the terrorist bombing of the Aftrican Zabas, building in Beirut.

The following headlines and abstracts from !W fIM indicate the scope ad
tone of Russian propaganda as related to Israel and Lebanos

a Update on Lebanon. An explosion at the U...AOa in Beirut
injured about 100 people. An Islamic religious group claimed respon-
sibility for the explosion. Israel continues its camaign of terror
in southern Lebanon.

a Zionism - the Weapon of Aggression and Imperialism. The United States
and Israel are complete and equal partners in their aggression in the

j.4Middle Last. ?be U. S. benefits from supplying weapons to Israel,
because Israel acts as Washington's puppet in the area.

77a Israel plans to annex southern Lebanon. Israeli policy towards
Lobaon" is criticised in the United Nations.

a The United Natiens condemns Israeli military activities in Lebanon.
Israel plans to annex southern Lebanon, end continues to oppress and
terrorise the civilian population.
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* The Israeli Air Force bombs a civilian area near Ikhaudun. Many inno-
cent people are killed. The Israeli army continues to terrorize the
civilian population of southern Lebanon.

" Israel continues its military aggression in Lebanon. The Lebanese
people condemn Israel's brutal air bombing of the region around
Bkhamdun.

* The Israeli Army poisoned the well water in southern Lebanon. Over
500 people have suffered from the effects of poisoning, so far.

" Israel continues its aggression and "evil-doing" in the Middle East.

- The world will never forget the massacres of Shatila and Sabra -
Israelis were behind the slaughter.

- The Israeli government and army are cruel to the Arabs of occupied
territories - many are tortured and killed.

" Reagan supports Israeli terroris and is utilizing Israel for imple-

mating his own strategy in the Middle est.

" Israel reinforces its troops in the Bekke Valley.

" Update on Lebanon. Israelis continue their aggression and acts of
terrorism in southern Lebanon. Lebanese partisans continue their
heroic struggle against the oppressor.

" Lebanese patriots continue to conduct successful military operations
against the Israeli army.

" Since September 1982, Lebanese patriots have conducted over 1,000
successful anti-Israeli operations. According to the Washinaton Post,
72 Israeli soldiers have been killed and 469 wounded in Labanon.

a Israel continues its terror and oppression in southern Lebanon.

JAPN

In September the Soviet media and press highlighted the following topics in
regard to events and activities in Japans

a The lessons of World War I. The Japanese leadership refuse to learn
from the tragic circumstances of World War I. The government in
Tokyo continues to encourage the spirit of militarism and a rapid
buildup of military forces. The people, however, support peace and
ares control - they went better relations between Japan and the
O,.J.S. •.
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• The expansion of South Iorean-Japanese military cooseration. The
visit of the South Korean leaders to Japan indicate an expansion of
military cooperation between the two countries.

a The United States encourages military cooperation between South Korea
and Japan. This is a very dangerous move to the peace of Asia.

• The Japanese people enthusiastically wait for the Japanese language
publication of Chernenko's speeches and articles. It will contribute
to understanding and peace between Japan and the Soviet Union.

• The Chief of Staff of the Japanese military forces visited the United
States and Europe in his attempt to expand the scope of Japanese military
forces and sign treaties of military cooperation and assistance.

~LD3ATI An YELS 1

DEmAMMt~

• Bulgaria celebrated the 40th Anniversary of its liberation from the
Nazis and the success of the socialist revolution.

a In a ceremony honoring the 40th Anniversary of the Socialist Revolu-
tion in Bulgaria (September 8), President Zhivkov:

- Praised the Soviet role in the growth of world socialism.

- Praised the success of socialism in Bulgaria.

- Condemned American-RATO militarism.

• A flotilla of the Soviet Navy ships docked at Varna, Bulgaria to cole-
brate and honor the 40th Anniversary of the Bulgarian revolution.

a The Chief of Warsaw Pact Forces, Marshall Kulikov and a military dele-
gation from the Soviet Union participated in the celebrations honoring
the socialist revolution in Bulgaria.

a A background story which described the Bulgarian atomic power plant
built as a result of Soviet-Bulgarian cooperation was presented.

• General Valtenen, the Chief of Finnish military forces, visited Moscow
and conducted talks with Defense Minister Ustinov.

• The Prime Minister of Finland (K. Sorse) met with Chairman Chernenko
on September 26 in Moscow. They discussed Soviet-Finnish relations
and international affairs. The talks were friendly and productive.

!
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a The international press applauds the warm and friendly relations
between the Soviet Union and Finland.

Im PACT EILITART IUBCIU Ma ACMUITUS

a Czechoslovakia welcomes Warsaw Pact military forces prior to the start
of BRIELD-84 military maneuvers.

a Marshall Kulikov, Chief of Warsaw Pact Forces, is warmly received by
Czechoslovakian military leaders.

* Warsaw Pact Forces demonstrate their ability to defend socialism in
Europe. SHIELD-4 military maneuvers reaffirm the military readiness,
discipline, and high-tech skills of Warsaw Pact forces.

* Marshall Ustinov returns to Moscow after completing his inspection of
Warwaw Pact forces involved in SUIELD-34 exercises.

9 The Fourth International Conference of Vice Chiefs of Political
Directorates of Warsaw Pact Forces opened in last Berlin (September 26).
The main theme of the conference was Ideological Work for Socialism and
Peace.

a Soviet and last German military units conduct joint training. They
cooperate and work together as a team.

S
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Of the total space in led Star for September 1984, 72 percent was allocated to
issues and cmment about domestic subjects in the U.S.S...--military, poli-
tical, economic and social. News and feature stories about the Soviet mili-
tary represented 60 percent of the total domestic coverage. A statistical
view of the major subjects about the Soviet Union as it appeared in Red Star
during the past 14 months is shown in Table 6, below. (Percent is the total
of Soviet domestic coverage.)

TABLE 6

19" 1983
SUBJECTTZHE SEP AUG JUL JUN MAY APR MAR 1rU JAN DEC NOV OCT SEP AUG

Soviet Military ....... 601 672 661 651 662 451 561 46Z 64Z 591 671 711 691 671
Society/Culture ....... 162 131 141 121 112 121 141 091 112 141 112 111 111 142

eoreign Affairs ....... 081 091 05Z 091 101 08Z 06Z 071 02Z 03Z 03Z 031 051 03Z
Economy/Technology .... 061 051 07Z 041 031 051 071 051 051 081 051 071 04Z 082
Domestic Politics ..... 061 031 052 06Z 072 251 131 301 151 121 101 03Z 031 042
Other ................ 041 031 03Z 041 032 05Z 041 031 03Z 041 041 051 081 04Z

10 1001 1oo1 OO1 1oo2 1OO1 lOO1 loo 100 TO ! 1OO0 O0 1001 1002 O

The S0tb Aimiverasry of the gain, for Soviet Writers *ad Artists.

During September, a series of events were held in Moscow to celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of the Union of Soviet Artists and Writers. The political elite
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union attended the Union's plenum ses-
sion. In his speech, Chairman Chernenko emphasised the role and function of
artists and writers in the Soviet Union. The Soviet leader noted that liters-
ture and art must provide the followings

a Support the policies of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

a Educate the people in regard to the struggle of socialims (in the
U.S.S.R.).

, Stress Soviet heroism and determination during World War I1.

• Support arms control, peace, and the truth about the U.S.-NATO military

buildup.

a Tell the truth about the vicious anti-Soviet propaganda campaign

launched by the Reagan administration.

The KremlLn leader also emphasised the important role of art and literature as
"the cement" that keeps the Soviet society together in that it educates the
people in regard to the history and ideology of the CPSU. According to
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Chernenko, the function of art and literate is to develop the "ideal Soviet
citizen end worker."

BoWInT MILITARY T521G5

As in previous months, news articles and feature stories about Soviet military
discipline and morale received the majority of space pertaining to military
subjects (see Table 7). (Percent is total Soviet military coverage.)

TABLE 7

1984 1983
KILITARY/SUBJECT SEP AUG JUL JUN MAY APR M&R FEB JAN DEC NOV OCT SEP

Military
Discipline/Morals ..... 471 45% 392 511 461 482 491 43Z 491 491 421 47% 401

Soviet Military
Training/Exercises .... 26Z 241 292 171 161 192 21% 242 211 221 302 24% 30Z

Soviet Nistory/W 11.. 202 271 262 25Z 301 202 231 221 212 212 19Z 182 211

Military Logistics .... 03Z 022 032 02Z OIZ 052 041 03Z 032 04Z 04Z 04Z 032

Ares Control .......... 03Z 022 022 04Z 06Z 062 031 071 062 041 052 071 031

Other Military ........ 011 00 012Z OIZ 011 02% 001 012 002 001 OOZ 00 031
1001 1001 1001 1001 1002 1002 1001 1001 1002 100Z 100Z 100Z 100

Minimum coverage was given by the editors of Red Star to the retirement of
Marshall Ojarkov, the former Chief of Staff of the Soviet armed forces. Red
Star also published a short biographical sketch of the new Soviet Chief of
Staff, Marshall S. P. Akhroseyev.

Agsin, during September, the editors of Red Star provided information, guid-
anse, and instructions to Co'mnist Party and Komusomol organizations in the
Soviet armed forces. Strong Communist Party influence, on all elements of the
armed forces, was stated as an essential &Oal, in order to imirove military
readiness. discinline nd morale.

The following headlines and abstracts contain the overall scope, substance,
and tone of tid I.a's coverage (and guidance) of Commanist Party and Komsomol

"I organization activities in the armed forces of the U.S.S.R.:

e The activities end performance records of military Komsomol organize-
tion should be reviewed and analysed. It is important to determine
the (positive) influence that various Komsomol organizations have had
on military discipline, orale, and training.
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Red j reporters interviewed several political officers who dis-
Zu-ssed their work an improving Komsomol organizations and its influence
an ideological training of young Soviet soldiers. Steps needed to
improve the work of Komsomol organizations included:

- Forming Russian lannuale clubs to teach non-Russian speaking sol-
diers basic Russian.

- Organizing more team sports and athletic activities.

- Increasing the number of quality and political lectures and meet-
ins.

a Comouniat Party organizations in the Soviet armed forces most improve
their method of operation (style of work). They must make a greater
effort to increase the influence of the Comunist Party on military
discipline, morale, military readiness, and training. It requires
constant work and analysis on the part of all members of the Communist
Party in the armed forces if military readiness is to be improved.

a Red Star reviewed the performance of the military newspaper Leninskoye
Znamya. The newspaper was criticized as follows:

- Neglecting to explain how military personnel can become members of
the Comounist Party.

- Neglecting to explain how the Komsomol organizations prepare the
soldier for Co munist Party membership.

- Not strongly emphasizing the prestige and honor (advantages) of
being a member of the Communist Party.

9 It is essential that all military Cosmunist Party organizations have a
stronger influence on the training, discipline, and morale of Soviet
military forces. The CPSU members must guide and work closely with
Komsomol organisations and military cadets.

a Each Communist Party member in the Soviet military is obligated to
demand and expect excellence from himself and his comrades. Constant
and critical self-evaluation as well as evaluation of his comrades can
help in seeting Party goals (in the military).

a Comanist members in the armed forces mst be more demanding and self-
. critical. Although some Party organizations have increased their ms-

bership, they still need to expand and improve the quality of their
work (performance).

. The Chief of the Political Directorate of Central Forces, Lt. General
Kovalenko, emphasised the need for Communist Parties in the armed
forces to improve their performance. Se noted that:
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- Communist Parties Must control and influence all military activi-
ties.

- Coianist Parties must have greater influence on military moral*,
training, and readiness.

a Komsomol secretaries should be in the center of all military activi-
ties - tactical training, political/ideological training, and/or
social activities. They must work with the troops, know them and
influence military performance.

e Comunist Party organizations in the Soviet armed forces have a sacred
duty to ensure that all officers are obedient and loyal to the social-
ist system and principles.

9 Komsomol secretaries must consider their work as an honor, a duty, a
calling. They must work herd in order to excel. They must know how
to work vith young soldiers, and help unit officers to maintain dis-
cipline and morale.

a Komsomol organizations must work harder to improve and expand their
influence throughout Soviet military forces. They mst increase their
initiative in educating and indoctrinating young soldiers in regard to
communist principles and ideals.

Letters to the gditor--friticim. Cea0 aists. and Smoort of the POrt,

A significant indicator that can be used to assess the mood of the Soviet
military is the content of "Letters to the Editor" printed in Red Star. In
recent years, the Party has regarded letters as an important safety valve, and
a way of allowing public opinion a legitimste and quasi-independent outlet.
Red Star sends reporters to investigate typical grievances. The letters actu-
ally printed represent those topics and problems that are significant and
important to the Soviet military elite. By low, Red Sta reporters can sub-
poena and inspect official records pertaining to allegations made in "Letters
to the Editor." In addition, of course, Soviet officials stimulate and
encourage the writing of "Letters to the Editor" on those topics and/or issues
that are important to and support the govermeat and party.

During the month, the editors of fed Star received 8,516 letters from its
readers. The overall content of the letters to the editor focused on and/or
included the following topics:

* 4 Cheatint ad dishonesty. Red j criticises military personnel for

obtaining leave under the pretense of sickness or death in the immdi-
ate family. Soldiers must respect and cherish leave. Cheating and
dishonesty affect the morale of the entire unit, and lead to more
dishonesty and cheating.
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t * Sailors need letters, not money. An officer writes to Red Star to
complain about parents who send large sums of money to their #one in
the navy. Extra money only contributes to delinquency and self-
indulgence. Many of the sailors use the extra money to get drunk.
The Soviet navy provides adequately for its men, they need letters and
support from their parents - not money.

" New baby. A military officer is criticized and punished for neglect-
ing a new child in his family - he did not complete the necessary
forms to obtain an additional allowance for his family.

" A group of officers writs to Red Star to express their support for
Chernenko's policy on arms control, as expressed in the Pravda inter-
view. They pledged to improve military readiness of the Soviet armed
forces.

e Soviet army officers express their support for Chernenko's policies as
stated at the plenum of the Soviet Writers' Union. They pledged to
maintain a high state of military readiness and uphold socialist tra-
ditions.

o A military family writes to Red Star to complain that the plumbing in
their military quarters only provided them with hot vater - no cold
vst er.

" World War I military veterans complained to Red Star that they had
problems in obtaining admittance to military hospitals. Red Star in-
vestigated and solved the problem. The officer responsible for the
delay was punished.

e Military veterans complained about the closing of a government comnis-
sary. Red Star was influential in getting the commissary reopened.

" Soviet citizens write to Red Star to express their support for
Chernenko's statments (to Pravda) in support of peace and arms con-
trol. They emphasised that the United States favors the continuation
of the arms race, and Washington is a serious threat to the peace of
the entire world.

" Red SM severely criticized government officials wbo iSored the
request of an old woman for adequate living quarters. The former mil-
itary nurse deserved adequate housing because she served the U.S.S.l.
for many years. She lived alose and in very poor coditious.

a e 81r criticised the Kamchatka Post Office for late ad inadequate
delivery of We LW to its subscribers. The post office failed to
sort the mail, causing many delays.

t

In September 1984, over nine percent of ed 1='a space allocated to Soviet
military subjects was critical and/or highly negative in tow in regard to the
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performance of military personnel and/or units. Almost 12 percent of all
space about the topics of military training, discipline, and moral*, in the
Soviet military, were critical in tone.

A sample of abstracts of articles from led Star about military topics are sm
marised in the paragraphs bellows

Twa mim ed i Moterift 35 Teebwolea

9 The delivery of high-tech training equipment should be accelerated in
order to improve the overall readiness of military forces.

a All military officers west be encouraged to use new technology to
improve all aspects of military training.

a Due to poor organisation and lack of interest and control, a military
unit performed poorly in weapons training and tests.

e Cobat effectiveness and readiness of Soviet warships suffered due to:

- The indifference of ship's officers.

- The lack of experts and high-tech specialists to train crew members
in the use of new weapons.

-Ineffective organization.

* A ship's crew fails readiness tests due to:

- Poor training.

- Complacent officers.

- Poor organization.

- Lack of technical knowledge.

a More long-distance training cruise@ are needed in order to increase
the combat effectiveness and readiness of the Soviet navy. World
training cruises help in the following ways:

- make me out of boys.

- Teach sailors to work as a team end demonstrate unity.

- Teach the crewe to follow orders and maintain World War 11 tradi-
ties.

- Officer@ learn bow to work with their men.

IIr.



9 Due to negligence and lack of discipline, a ship's crew is punished
for wasting fuel and polluting the environment.

* Military pilots mst understand new technology and how to maintain
their aircraft. They should be in a position to handle emergency sit-
uations and know how to conserve fuel.

e Flight instructors should not use the term "normal" in their evalua-
tions. Such an evaluation can be misleading - it is ambiguous and
lacks detailed criticism. flight instructors must strive for excel-
lence in their students. Normal is not a grade. An evaluation must
indicate the degree of improvemsnt needed to be proficient - an evalu-
ation should help both the teacher and the student.

* As the training years comes to an end, a total effort is needed to
ensure that all troups acquire a mstery of new technolosy.

* It is essential for proper military readiness that all units develop
the range of skills needed to sater the new technology and weapon
systems. This must be done rapidly (before the training year ends).

e Military training must focus on the rapid assimilation of now technol-
ogy. This is especially true for strategic missile units. They must
be fully qualified in modern technology as well as being disciplined
and patriotic troops.

a The officers and sen of strategic missile units are skilled in modern
military technology and demonstrate a high state of military readi-
ness.

a Tactical training tests provide the opportunity to develop and evalu-
ate technical skills, leadership, and creativity of unit officers.
tach year all officers must meet the challenge of mastering new tech-
nology and skills.

o Naval training tests and exercises are essential to maintain combat
readiness of the Soviet navy. Crews strive for excellence in order to
yin competitions.

* An army officer is criticised and disciplined for lack of organisation
and skills required to unload cargo from helicopters.

9 All military commandre must be trained to sme quick and effective
tactical decisions. In combat they must be able to work under pros-
sure and react effectively to surprise situations.
Military training cadres must be competent in basic military skills

and discipline. Military training centers must have complete control
t in order to ensure better trainisg, discipline, and military readi-
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a * Control and direction of basic training units will influence the dir-
ection and progress of military readiness of the Soviet armed forces.

a Flight training must be aimed at helping pilots to mster technical
skills - they must be thorough and proficient in regard to sew tech-
nology.

e Staff officers should play a more important role in the organization
and execution of training. They should be the source of discipline,
expertise, guidance, and innovation (during tactical exercises).

rsdmtivitv. Diocialim. nd Polit Al iermess

a Military auto repair units and shops must improve the quality of their
york.

a Military unions must initiate programs to teach each man the value of
hard work end responsibility. One bad event or bad individual
reflects poorly on the entire collective. Team work and cooperation
can eliminate problems.

a An army colonel complains that he cannot obtain proper uniforms due to
a shortage of fabrics and goods.

a Propaganda officers must actively influence all aepects of military
training and tactical tests. They must be creative in order to excite
and motivate the individual soldier to compete. Stagnation cannot be
tolerated.

9 Several military officers are punished for neglecting political ideol-
ogy and mork.

& Officers are punished for failing to react quickly to constructive
criticism.

SComianders must know how to recognize and praise their mnm for good
performance. Praise helps morale. But it must be deserved, and not
given automatically or too often. Praise is a necessary tool in main-
taining military morale, discipline, and military readiness.

9 A lesson that should be never forgotten. Recruits and young soldiers
must learn about the heroism of World Vwr It and the evils of Maism.

& A former wife (divorced) of an officer killed in action in Afghanistan
claimed widow's benefits, to which she was not entitled. Red
condemns her opportunism end greediness.

a Several officers ore punished for neglecting sporting rules amd reg-
& lotions. They were dishonest.
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0 Soviet officers and soldiers must emlate revolutionary and Vorld Var
11 I heroes. They mat learn loyalty and courage. They must deon-
strate connist principles and serve the country selflessly. Mili-
tary service is an honor and a duty.

e Army officers are punished for poor performance and organisation in
regard to military construction projects.
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A SelIect ion of Pronanand. Cartoons

Political cartoon# are used in W LW to underscore priority propaganda
themes and top ics. In most propaganda camaigns the cartoon is an important
coinanication technique, because it attracts attention and generally is pop-
uolar with the audience.

During September 1934, as in the previous month, the editors of W S
published the following nine cartoons about United ftates militarism, iiie-
ialism, hegemony and the arms race.
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Th. U.S. takes &ftantag* of accelarstlug the force of
"3evanebisu" in West Geramma,.
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Ilashingeon continues its undeclared war against the
people of Nicaragua. Bands of mnercenaries armed and
trained by the CIA cross into Nicaragua. The threat Of
direct invasion by the U.S. hangs Over Vicaragua.
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Attteipting to put down mass protests of the
Chilean people against the facist
dictatorship, the leader of the military junta,
Pimchbet, is resorting to mas repression. Be
is the butcher of his people.
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The coneervate governeent of Britain is becoming even
sore drawn into U.S. Military preparation@ in allowing
U.S. cruise missiles to be deployed on British
territory.

"A strong attachment."
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The U.S. in unforgivably slithering through Rurope. All
NATO smevuaers are a threat to peacel
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What's in the bead comes out of the mouth.

(Respa "outlawing" the U.S.S.R.)
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Tbey *ulult got away from the blam about VAL lli~t
007 (CIA ad 23.a).
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